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PREFACE 
The dissertation entittled "A NEW TYPE OF DIFFERENCE SEQUENCE SPACES'^ 
has been written for the submission, in partial fullfilment of the requirements for the 
award of the degree of Master of Philosophy, Depatment of Mathematics, A.M.U. 
Aligarh. 
The dissertation consists of seven chapters.The primary aim of the chapter 1 is to 
recall some basic notations and definitions on some sequence spaces and related Con-
cepts of which we shall make frequent use in the rest of this work without further 
references. 
In chapter 2 the notion of the diflterence operator A'"X)t for a fixed m & N has been 
introduced.The sequence spaces ioo(A'"),c(A'") and co(A'") ior m E N have been 
defined and some topological properties of these spaces have been studied. Some 
inclusion relations involving these sequence spaces have been obtained. 
In chapter 3 the spaces {A,p, A^)o, iA,p, A^) and {A,p, A^)oo have been introduced 
consisting of all sequences whose differences ai'e in the spaces (y4,p, A)o, (j4,p, A) 
and (J4 ,P, A)oo respectively and to fill up the gap in the existing hterature . Also 
we investigate some properties of these spaces. 
In chapter 4 we study the sequence spaces Zoo(A'"),c(A"') and Co(A'") for m € N. 
give some topological properties, inclusion relations of these spaces and compute 
there continuous and Kothe-Toeplitz duals. Furthermore we characterize some ma-
trix classes related to these sequence spaces. 
Chapter 5 is concerned primarily with the idea of difference sequences that was in-
troduced by Kizmaz. Here some new sequence spaces have been defined and a more 
general result than those of Kizmaz have been given. Some topological properties 
of these spaces have also been studied. 
In chapter 6 we present a brief account of the generahzed difference Cesaro sequence 
3 
spaces COO(A; ; , ) ,OOC(A; ; , ) ,CP(A;5 , ) ,OP(A^) and /p(A;j,) for 1 < p < oo. We study 
some topological properties of these spaces.We obtain some inclusion relation in-
volving these sequence spaces. These notions generalize many notions of difference 
Cesaro sequence spaces. 
In chapter 7 we study the Generalized Difference Sequence Spaces defined by a se-
quence of moduli. 
The dissertation ends with a fairly exhaustive bibliography of books and research 
articles consulted for the work. 
CHAPTER 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
The primary aim of this section is to recall some basic notatioDS and definitions 
on some sequence spaces of which we shall make frequent use in the rest of this work 
without further references. 
1. Sequence Spaces and Related Concepts 
1.1. Classical Sequence Spaces 
Let N, R and (C be the sets of all natural, real and complex numbers 
respectively. We write 
cj := {x = (xk) : Xk € R or d^, the space of all real or complex sequences. 
Coo •= The space of finite sequences, i.e. of all sequences terminating in zeros. 
l^ := {x e uj : sup |a;A:| < oo}, the space of all bounded sequences . 
k 
c := {x E u) : Mmx^ = I, Z € <}. the space of all convergent squences . 
CQ := {x = (xk) : Umxfc = 0}, the space of all null sequences. 
k 
X^ = {x -= (xk) e u) : Ax ^ {xk - Xfc_i) € X} 
( := {x Euj : sup |x" - x""] -> 0, as n, m -^ oc},tlie space of all Cauchy 
k 
sequences. 
However, by well esteblished convention we define, 
cs := < X e u): "^ Xk converges > , the space of convergent series. 
6s := < X e a; : ( ^ Xk) Eloof , the space of bounded series. 
/] ;= {a; € a; : 51 l^^kl < oo}, the space of absolutely convergent series. 
* • 
Ip -.^ {x e Lu : Yl \^k\'' < 00} (p > 0), the space of absolutely p-summable 
k 
sequences. 
For various delails of these classical sequence spaces we refer to Maddox [41| 
and Malkowsky and Radocevic [51]. 
1.2. Maddox Sequence Spaces 
The following subspaces of tv were first introduced and discussed by Simons 
[63], and Maddox [42]. 
lip) :={x€iv:J2 Ixkl"' < c»}, 
fe 
^•oc{p) •= {x € w : sup |xfe|P* < 00}, 
k 
c(p) •= {x Eiv: lim |xfc - ip* = 0, for some / € 3-, 
k 
Co(p) := {x Eu) : lim |xfc|P* = 0, }, 
k 
where p = (pt) is a sequence of striclty positive real numbers. 
Let X be a Banach space. Let W{X) and ^{X) respectively denote the space 
of all sequences in X and the space of all finite sequences in X. We write x = (xk) 
with Xk & X ioi all k E N. A sequence space in X is linear subspace of W{X). 
Let p = (pk) be a bounded sequence of positive real numbers , the X - valued 
sequence spaces co(X,p), c(X,p), l^(X,p), liX,p), l^{X,p), Er{X,p) and Fr{X,p) 
are defined by 
CoiX,p) = {x = (xk) : lim ||x)t||^* = 0}, 
fc—>oc 
c{X,p) = {x = (xjt) : lim ||xjfc — a||^* = 0 for some a G X}, 
k—yoc 
lao{X,p) = {x = (Xfc) : supllxfcll'''' < oo}, 
fc 
oc 
oc ^ k 
CesiX^p) = {x = (Xk) : 5 ] ( - J ] | | x „ i | r < oo}. 
fc=l n = l 
loo{X,p) = {x = (xjt) : hm ||^ fcXfc|| = 0 for each ( 4 ) e Co}, 
fc—>oc 
Er{X,p) = {x= (Xfe) : supk-'WxkWP" < oo}, 
fc 
oo 
FAX,p) = {x = (xfc) :J2k^\\xk\r < oo}, 
fe=i 
Moo(X,p) = {x = (xfc) : J^^m^/P^llxfcll < oc}. 
These spaces have been considered by various authors(cf [67],[64],[66],[65],and 
[73]). 
1.3. Linear Metric and Paranormed Spaces 
A linear metric space iX,d) is a linear space X with a translation invariant 
metric donX such that addition and scalar multiplication are continuous in {X, d). 
A paranorm is a function g : X -^ R defined on a linear space X such that for 
all x,y,z E X, 
(PI) g{x) = Oifx = e, 
(P2) g{-x) = gix), 
iP3)gix + y)<g(x) + giy), 
(P4) If (A„) is a sequence of scalars with A^  —)• A (n -> oo) and x„, a E X with 
Xn —> a (n -^ CXD) , in the sense that g(xn — a) ^^ 0 (n -^ oo) , in the sense that 
5(A„x„ — \a) —> 0 {n -^ oo). 
A paranorm g for which g{x) = 0 implies x = ^ is called a total paranorm on X. 
and the pair {X, g) is called a totally paranormed space. If we suppose that {X, d) 
is a linear metric space and for each x € X let us define g{x) = d{x, 6) where 6 is 
the zero element in X, then it is straightforward to check that the properties of d 
imply the above properties of g. 
Remark 
(i) If {X,g) is a totally paranormed space , then it follows readily that d defined 
by d{x, y) ~ g{x — y) is such that {X, d) is a linear metric space . 
(ii) A linear metric space and a totally paranormed space are really the same 
thing, likewise linear seinimetric space and a paranormed space are eqivalent. 
1.4. FK-Spaces 
(i) A sequence space X with linear topology is called a K -space if each of the 
maps Pi : X —>^  cdefined by Pi{x) = Xi is continuous for i = 1, 2, • • •. 
(ii) A Frechet space is a complete linear metric space, or equivalently , a complete 
totally paranormed space. In otherwords a locally convex space is called a 
Frechet space if it is metrizable paranormed space and the Frechet space is 
complete. 
(iii) K -space X is called an FK-space if X is complete linear metric space. In 
otherwords we say that X is an FK-space if X is Frechet space with continuous 
coordinate projection, we mean if x'"' -^ x {n ^ oo) in the metric of X then 
x^ ~> Xfc (n ^ oo) for each k E W. That is, for each k £ W, the linear 
functional Pfc(x) = Xt is such that Pk is continuous on X. i.e. X is K-space. 
Note that (x; is a locally convex FK space with its usual metric. A BK-space 
is a normed FK-space. 
1.5. Schauder Basis and AK, A D , A B - Spaces 
A Hamel base is free of topology. In certain problems it is useful to have a 
concept of basis which allows us to express, uniquely, an element x as an infinite 
series 
X = y^Afcfefc. 
fe 
This idea automatically involves convergence and have some kind of topology-. 
A Schauder basis for a linear metric space is a sequence (bk) such that for any 
vector X there exists a unique sequence (A^) of scalars such that 
X = ^ Afcftfc. 
k=i 
The series J ] -^ fc^ fc which converges to x is called the expansion of x. We shall 
k 
use the word "basis" to mean "Schauder basis". For a finite dimensional space 
the concepts of Schauder and Hamel bases coincide. In CQO, if we get it, say, the 
metric of CQ, (cfc) is both a Schauder and Hamel basis, where ei = (1,0,0,0, - ••) , 
62 = (0,1.0,0, •••) etc. 
An FK - space X D (l> has AK if , for every sequence x = (xfc) € X, 
x = ^Xke^''\ 
k=l 
tha t is 
= ^ XfeC^ ''^  -^ X {N -^ oo). 
fe=i 
where, x'"' is the n-th section of x , and X has AD if ^ is dense in X. 
An FK-space X D c!> is said to have AB if i'"^ is a bounded set in X for every x E 
X. The notation AK arises from the German words Abschinitts-Konvergenz(Sectional 
Convergence ), AD from Abschnitts dicht(Secion Dense), and AB from Abschinitts-
besclirankte(Sectional Boundedness). 
Remark. Every AK space has AD. The converse is not true in general. 
Examples. The spaces u), CQ and Ip (1 < p < oo) have AK, but the spaces c 
and l^ do not have. 
1.6. Difference Sequence Spaces 
The idea of Difference sequence sets 
X^ = {x= (Xfe) e uj : Ax = {xk - Xk-i) € X}, 
where X — loo^ c or co was introduced by Kizmaz (3j. 
Kizmaz [3] defined the sequence spaces, 
loo{A) = {x = (xk) e UJ : (Axk) e loo}, 
c(A) = {x = (xfc) e u) : (Axfc) G c}, 
Co(A) = {x = (Xfe) e u) : (Axfe) 6 Co}, 
where Ax = (x^ — Xjt+i). These are Banach spaces with the norm 
IN|A = |XI| + | |AX|U. 
After then M. Et [1] defined the sequence spaces : 
/oo(A^) - {x = (xfc) 6 LO : (A^Xfc) € /oo}, 
C(A^) = {X = (xfc) e UJ : (A^Xfe) € c}, 
Co(A^) = {x = (xfc) e UJ : (A^Xfc) € CQ), 
and showed that these are Banach spaces with norm 
l|a;!iA = |xi| + |x2! + i|A'x|U. 
After then R. Colak and M. Et [2] defined the sequence spaces : 
looiA"") = {x = (xfc) e UJ : (A'^ Xfc) e / ^ } , 
c(A'") = {x := (xfc) 6 a; : (A'"Xfc) 6 c}, 
c<,(A") = { x = (xk) e UJ : (A'"xfc) G Co}, 
where m E N, 
A'x = (xfc), 
7 
Ax = (xfc - Xfe+i), 
and so that 
m r -I 
i=0 
and showed that these are Banach spaces with the norm 
m 
IW1A = 5 ] W + ||A-X|U. 
i=l 
2. Some Inequali t ies 
The following inequalities will be useful (see [41] and [26]). 
2.1. The TViangle Inequality 
For any a.b & q \a + b\ < \a\ + \b\. 
2.2. Holder's Inequality 
Let p > 1, 1/p + l/q = 1, ai, • • • , a„ > 0 and fei, • • • , 6„ > 0. Then 
n / n \ ^^ ^ / " \ ^/' 
fc=i \k=i / \fc=i / 
Also, 
y^ Qfcfcfc < I J^afe I maxfcfc-
fe=i \fc=i / 
2.3. Minkowski's Inequality 
Let p > 1, fli, • • • , a„ > 0 and 6i, • - • , 6„ > 0. Then 
where sums run from k = 1 to k = n. 
2.4. Let 0 < p < 1, ai, • • • , a„ > 0 and 61, • • • , fen > 0- Then 
fe=l fc=l 
Inequalities 2.1, 2.3 and 2.4 yield the following frequently used results valid for 
complex flfc, bk : 
2.5. For any £^  > 0 and any two complex numbers a, b (see Maddox [40] and 
Maddox and Willey [44]), 
(1) |ai | < E ( |a | 'S-« + \bn (P > 1,1/P+ 1/9 = 1), 
(ii) |a|P - \b\P <\a + b\P < jap + \bY [0 < p < 1), 
(iii) lA|P<max(l, |A|) (0 < p < 1), 
where A is complex scalar, and for p = (pfc), a strictly positive real sequences, 
such that H = supp^ < 00, 
jAjP'^  <max( l , |A |^ ) . 
CHAPTER 2 
ON SOME CLASS OF DIFFERENCE SEQUENCE 
SPACES 
2.1 In troduc t ion . 
/^,c and Co denote the spaces of all bounded.covergent and null sequences x = 
(x/t)with complex terms respectively normed by ||a;||oo = sup |xfc|.The zero sequence 
k 
is denoted by O=(0,0,0,0,0 ).Kizmaz[3]defined the difference sequence spaces 
/oo(A),c(A) andco(A)as follows, 
Z(A) = {x = (xfc) : (Axfe) e AZ} . 
for Z=/oo,c and CQ where Ax = (xk — Xk+i) for all k€ N. The above spaces are 
Banach spaces normed by 
| |x|U = |xii + | |Ax |U 
2.2 Def ini t ion. 
A sequence space E is said to be sohd or normal if (xk) G E implies {akXk) G E for 
all sequence of scalars (ofe) with \ak\ < 1 for all k G N. 
2.3 Def in i t ion . 
A sequence space E is said to be monotone if it contains the cannonical preimages 
of all its stepspaces. 
10 
2-4 Definition. 
A sequence space is said to be m 
y^ = 0 whenever x, = O. '°^^^^^"^^fr- if (^.)€ E wenhever ( . , )e E a.d 
2.5 Definition. 
2.6 Definition. 
A sequence space is said to be symmetric if {x^{k)) e E whenever (x,,) e E where 
7r(k) is a permutation on N. For r > o. 
2.7 Def ini t ion. A non empty subset V of a linear space is said to be absolutely 
r-convex if x,y € V and \XY + j^l'' < 1 together imply that Ax + fiy e V. 
A linear topological space X is said to be r-convex if every nighbourhood of 0 belongs 
to X contains absolutely r-convex neighbourhood of OeX. 
Let m6N be fixed,tben the following new type of difference sequence space is intro-
duced here 
for Z = l. ,c and CO. Hence the introduced notation generalizes the notion of the 
Terence sequences Studied by Kizmaz. 
Main Results. 
, (A-) c{A-) and co(A-) are normed 2.8 Proposition-.The classes of sequences U A ) , c ( 
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proof: Let Q;,/3 be scalaxs and (xk), {Vk) & ^ oo(A'"). 
Then supk jA'^x^j < oo and supk \A'^yk\ < oo. 
Hence supk \A"'{axk + Pyk)\ < \a\ supk lA'^ ajfel + \l3\supk lA^'ykl < oo. 
Hence looiA"^) is a linear space. 
Similarly it can be shown that c(A"') and Co(A'") are linear spaces. 
Next for x=0 we have ||0||An^ =0. 
Conversly let HxlJAm =0. 
Then 
m 
1 = 1 
This imphes that |A'"iit| = 0 and Xk =0 for all k € N. 
This imphes that x^ = 0 for all k € N. 
m 
Nowljx + ylUm = ^ l^ .^ + V.l + W^^ixk + yk)\\oo. 
vn 
\\x + y\\^m = Y. \xi + yi\ + supk\A"'{xk + yk)\. 
1 = 1 
m m 
\\x + y\Um < Y. \xi\ + snpk\A"'Xk\ + E \yi\ + supk\Aryk\. 
i = l 1=1 
\\x + y\\^m < ||x||Am + ||y||Am. 
m 
Finally ||Axj|Am = £ l^ ^ l^ + supk\ls^\xk\. 
i = l 
||Aa;||Am=^ |A|||a;||Am. 
Hence | |. | |A'T^ is a norm on the spaceZoo(A'"),c(A'") and co(A'"). 
2.9 Proposition :(1) co(A'") C c(A"^) C ZooCA") and the inclusion are proper. 
(2)Z(A) C Z(A'^) /orZ = Zoo, c and Co and the inclusion are 
strict. 
Proof :IVivial. 
2.10 Theorem : The sequence spaces Zoo(A'"),c(A'") and CoCA™) are Banach 
spaces under the norm (1). 
12 
Proof : Let (x") be a Cauchy sequence in l^oi^"')-
where (x") = (x}) = (x^,x5,x^, ) e looi^"") for each n 6 N. 
Then ||x" - x'\\^m =Y^\x'^ + 4 1 + siiPfc|A'"(x^ + x*fe)| ^ 0 as n,i -^ oo. 
r = l 
Hence for a given e > 0 there exists no & N such that 
Wx"" - x'W^m =Y1\^7 + 4 1 + s^ Pfcl A™(Xfc + x*fc)| < e for aU n,i > no 
Hence |xf + x].\ < e for all n, i > rzo and k = 1,2,3, m. 
This impUes that {x],) is a Cauchy sequence in c for k = 1,2,3, m. 
Let limi^ooi^^k) — •'^k say for k = 1,2,3 m. 
from (3) we have|A'"(x^ -t- x'^ )j < e for all n,i > no and all k e iV. 
HenceA"'(x^.)is a Cauchy sequence in c for all k e N. 
Thus A"^(xJ.) is convergent in c. 
Let Z?mi_>ooA'"(x^) = yt, say , for each k € N. 
Since lirrii^aoi^];) = ^k exists for k = 1,2,3 m. 
So we have limi^oo{^\) = ^k exists for each k € N. 
m rn 
We have linij-^oo 53 14 + 41 — S 14 + 3;r| < e for all i> no, and 
r = l r = l 
limj-yoc\xl - x"^ - ( x ^ ^ + 4+^)1 < e for all k e N, and 
|x^ - X;; - (xl_^.^ + Xk+m)\ < e for all k € N. 
Hence for all i < no we have supkl^x). — Axjtj < e. 
Thus X; 14 + a^ rl + supk\Axi - Axfcj < 2e. 
r = l 
This impMes that (x' - x) G (/c^CA*") for all i> no-
Since/ooCA"*) is a linear space. 
Hence ZooCA"*) is complete. 
Similarly it can be shown that the spaces c(A™) and co(A'") are complete. 
2.11 Proposition:The spaces /oo(A'"),c(A'") and Co{A™) are BK spaces. 
Proof: Since the inclusion c(A'") C /«>(A™) and Co(A"') C ZooCA"*) are proper 
the result follows from Theorem (2.10). 
2.12 Proposit ioniThe spaces c(A'") and Co(A'") are no where dense subsets o 
13 
2.13 Theorem: The spaces Ioo(A'"),c(A'") and CoiA"") are not solid spaces. 
Proof: The result follows from the following example 
Let Xk = k for all k € N. 
Consider the sequence of scalars (uk) defined by ak = im+1 for all i = 0,1,2,3 
and Ok = 0. otherwise, 
Then Xk € cCA"). 
XfcGc(A"')c ioo(A"^)-
but (afeZfe)0/^(A'"). 
Hence the spaces c(A'") and ioo(A'") are not soHd. 
For the case co(A'"), consider the sequence Xfc = 1 for all k € N and the sequence 
(Ofc) defined as above. Then (ajt) € Co(A"*) but (akXk) ^ Co(A"»). 
Hence Co(A'") is not solid . 
2.14 Theorem: {l)The space Co(A) is s}Tnmetric. 
(2)The spaces /oo(A'"),c(A"') and Co(A'") for m > 1 ai-e not 
symmetric spaces. 
Proof: (1) The first part is known .For the second part consider the following ex-
ample. 
Let m = 2 and consider the sequence Xk defined hy Xk = I i( k is odd and 
ifc = 2 if A; is even. 
consider the rearrranged sequence yk = (xi, Xs, X2^ X4,X5,Xr,Xs.Xs, ) 
Then {yk) ^ CoCA )^. 
Hence Co(A^)is not symmetric. 
Next let m = 1 and consider the sequence {xk) defined as a;^  = A; for all k e N. 
Consider its rearrangement defined as {yk) = {xi, x-i^ 2:4,0:3,0:9,2:5, arig, xg, 0:25 
Then {xk) G c(A) C Zoo(A) but {yk) 0 Joc(A). 
Hence the space c(A) and Zoo(A) are not symmetric. 
2.15 Theorem; The spaces Zoo(A"'),c(A'") and Co(A'") are not convergence free. 
Proof: The result follows from the following example, 
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Let m = 2 and consiuder the sequence (ijt) defined as a;^ ; = 1 for all k G N. 
Then (x,) 6 (^(A^) C c{A^) C U^''). 
Now consider the sequence [yk] defined by yk = k^ for all k G N , Then yk ^ Zoo(A^). 
Hence the spaces loo{A"^),c{A'") and Co{A'") are not convergence free. 
2.16 Theorem :The spaces /oo(A'"),c(A'") and CQCA"*) are not monotone. 
Proof: The proof follows from the following example, 
Let m = 1 and consider the sequence x = (xk) defined by Xfc = 1 for all k 6 N. 
Then (xfc) e co(A). 
Now consider the sequence x = (xk) defined as Xk = k for all k G N 
Then (xfc) G c(A) C l^iA). 
Now consider the sequence (j/jt) in its preimagespace defined as above, 
then ivk) ^ lUA). 
Hence the spaces c(A'") and lco{A'") are not monotone. 
2.17 Theorem :Z^(A'"),c(A'") and Co(A'") are 1-convex. 
Proof:If 0 < d'< 1, then 
V = {x = (xk) : | |X! |A"1 < ^} is an absolutely 1-convex set. 
for ,let X , y G V and jA| + |^| < 1 
Then ||Ax + ^ylUm < (A| + \n\)6 < 6 
Hence the proof. 
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CHAPTER 3 
ON SOME DIFFERENCE SEQUENCE SPACES 
GENERATED BY INFINITE MATRICES 
3.1 Introduction. 
Let loo, c and Co be the Banach spaces of all bounded, convergent and null sequences 
X = {xk) with complex terms, respectively , normed by 
||a:||oo = sup|xfc|, where keN. 
k 
Kizmaz [1] defined the sequence spaces 
Z«>(A) = {x= (xk) € uj: (Axfc) e loo}, 
c(A) = {x = (ifc) e UJ : (Axfc) e c}, 
Co(A) = { x = (xfc) e UJ : (Axfc) G CQ}, 
where Ax = (x .^ — x^^i) 
These are Banach spaces with the norm | |X| |A = \xi\ + ||Ax||oo. 
Further more the sequence spaces Ac(p),Aco(p) and Alooip) have been defined by 
Ahmad and Mursaleen [2] as follows 
A/oo(p) = {x = (xk) e UJ: (Axfc) e U{p)} 
Acip) = {x = (xfc) e UJ: (Axfc) e c{p)} 
Aco(p) = {x = (xfe) € UJ: (Axfc) € Co(p) 
After Et[3j defined the sequence spaces 
loo{A^) = {x = (xfc) e UJ : (A^Xfc) € /oc} 
c(A') = {x = (xfc) € a; : (A^x,) e c 
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CO(A2) = {X = (Xk) e LJ : (A^Xfc) 6 CQ} 
Where (A^x) = (A^x^) = (Axfc - Ax^+i) 
The sequence spaces loc{A^), c{A^) and Co(A^) are Banach spaces with the norm 
IWU-lxil + N + IIA a^rlU. 
Let A = (a„jt) be an infinite matrix of non negative real nmnbers and (pt) be a 
bounded sequence of real numbers . We write positive Bmn(x) = '^amkXk+nii the 
k 
series converges for each m and n. Hence and afterwards summation without hmits 
runs from one to infinity. 
Nanda [4] defined the sequence spaces 
{A,p)o — {x : |jBm„(x)j'''" ^ 0 as m -^ oo uniformly in N} 
{A,p) = {x : \Bmn{x - Ze)!'''" -» 0 as m -> oo for some / uniformly in N} 
( A , p ) « , = {X : SUPrnABmnl""- < OO } 
Finally , the sequence spaces {A,p, A)o, (A^p, A)and {A,p, A)oo have been defined 
by Solak[5] as follows 
{A.p, A)o = {x : \ABm,n{x)\^'" —)• 0 as m -> DO uniformly in N} 
{A,p, A) = {x : \ABm,nix — Ze)]^ *" —)• 0 as m —> co for some I uniformly in N} 
( A , p , A ) o o = {X : 5 U p ^ , „ | A B m , n | ' ' ' " < OO } 
where AB„,„(x) = Y,Aam,kXk+n and Aam,k = ^m,*: - am+i,fc 
fc 
Now introduce new sequence spaces (yl,p, A^)o, (v4,p, A^)and (j4,p, A^)oo and in-
vestigate some properties of these spaces 
Define 
(yl,p, A^)o = {x : \A^Bm,nix)\'^ -> 0 as m -^ co uniformly in N} 
{A,p, A^) = {x ; \A'^Bm,n{x — Ze)^'" —> 0 as m —>• oo for some I uniformly in N} 
{A,p,A^)^ = {X : SUPm^nl^^Brr^JP"^ < OC } 
where /\'^Bm,nix) = Y^A'^am,kXk+n and A^a^^k = Aa„,jt - Aa^+i,*; 
fc 
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Linear topological structure of these spaces. 
We assume throughout that 0 < Pm < 1, for if 0 < pm < oo then 
0 < - £ ^ < 1, 
and we can without loss of generality , replace p^ by pm/suppm- It is clear that 
{A,p,A'^)o C (^,p, A^) and {A,p,A'^)o C {A,p,A'^)^ but we have been able to 
prove (A,p, A^) C iA,p, A^)oo only for a special case we have, 
3.2 Theorem :(^,p, A^) c {A,p, A^)oo if swpml E^^a^,*^!^"" < °°-
k 
Proof;Suppose that x E {A,p,A^) and supmlY^A^am^kl^"" < oo holds, then we 
k 
have 
\A'BmA^)\P- = lA2B„,„(x - Ze + le)\''- < \A^B„,,n{x - ie)!"- + j / E A^a^,^!^". 
|A2B^,„(x)|P'" = \A^BmA^-le+le)\P- < \A''BmA^-le)\P-+sup\lMJ:A^a^,k\P-
Therefore x € {A,p, A~)oo- Hence the proof. 
A paranormed space X = (X , g)is a topological linear space in which the topology 
is given by the paranorm g a real subadditive function on X such that g(0)=0 and 
g(-x)=g(x)and such that multiplication is continuous. Continuity of multiplication 
means that A„ —> A and x„ ^ x implies that \nX„ —> Xx for all scalar A and x 6 X. 
3.3 Theorem .{A,p, A^)o is alinear top[ological space paranormed by g defined by 
g ( x ) = SUPm,n\A^B,ri,nixW'"-
(A.p, A )^<x>is paranormed by g if infpm > 0 If supm\ Yl ^^o,m,k\^"' < <x>{A,p, A^)is 
paranormed with the same paranorm g. 
(.4,p, A)oand (j4,p, A)^)oo are complete in their paranorm topologies {A,p,A^) is 
complete if| E A'^am,k\ —>^ 0 as m —>• oo. 
k 
Proof:(yl,p, A^)o is a linear topological space paranormed by g.TVivial. 
Now if supml E A-Om,fe|P'" < oo, holds then by theorm(yl, p, A^) C (A,p, A^)oo, and 
hence {A,p, A^) has the same paranorm g. 
If| E A'^am,k\ -> 0 as m -^ oo holds and also supm] J2 ^^0'm,k\^"' < °° holds then it 
it 
follows from the inequaJity \A'^B,n,n{^W"" < [A'^BmJx - Ze)! '^" + \l J2 ^'^a-r„,k\^"'• 
That is (A,p, A^)o = {A,p, A^) and therefore the completeness of (A.p, A") follows 
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from the completeness of (^,p, A'^)o. 
3.4 Theorem :If 0 < Pm < ^m < 1-
Then (^ 4, q, A^)oo is a closed subspace of {A,p, A^)oo-
Proof: Let x G {A,q,A'^)oc,-
Then there exists a constant H such that \A^Bm,n{x)\'''^ < H for all m,n. 
T h u s x E {A,p,A'^)^. 
To show that (^ 4, q, A^)oo is closed. 
Suppose that x' 6 (A, q, A^)oo-
this impHes that x^ ^ x and x € {A,p, A^). 
Then for any 6 , 0 < e < 1 there exists for all m.n. 
|A2B^,„(x' - x)|P'" < e for i > AT. 
Now jA^S^ „(x' - i ) |»- < \A^B^^„{x' - x))P'" < e for t > iV. 
Therefore x G (^,g, A^)oo. 
Hence the proof. 
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CHAPTER 4 
ON KOTHE TOEPLITZ DUALS OF DIFFERENCE 
SEQUENCE SPACES 
4.1 Introduction. 
Let loo, c and CQ be the linear spaces of all bounded, convergent and null sequences 
X = (xjt) with complex terms, respectively , normed by 
Iklloo = sup|xfc|, where k eN = {l,2,--•}. 
k 
Kizmaz [3] defined the sequence spaces, 
/oo(A) = {x= (xjt) e UJ : (Axk) e loo}, 
c(A) = {x= (Xfc) e u : (Axfc) 6 c}, 
Co(A) = {x = (xfc) G u : (Axfc) G CQ}, 
where Ax = (xt — Xk+i). These are Banach spaces with the norm 
||2:||A = |a;i| + ||Ax||oc>. 
After then M. Et [1] defined the sequence spaces : 
/OC(A2) = { X = (Xfc) G u : (A^xfc) G l^}, 
C(A2) = {X = (Xfc) G a; : (A^x^) G c}. 
CO(A2) = {X = (Xfc) G u} : (A^Xfc) G CQ}, 
and showed that these are Banach spaces with norm 
||:E||A = | X I | + |X2| + | |A^X||OO. 
After then R. Colak and M. Et [2] defined the sequence spaces : 
/ ^ (A"* ) = {x = (x,) G a; : (A'^x^) G Zoo}, 
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where m EN, 
c(A'") = { x = (Xfc) e u; : (A'"xfc) € c}, 
CoCA™) = { x = (Xfc) e uj : (A'"xfc) € Co}, 
A^x = (xfc), 
Ax = (xfc - Xfc+i), 
A"'x = (A^-^Xfc - A"'-ixfc+i), 
and so that 
Xk+i A-x. = X;^-!)' 
i=0 
and showed that these are Banach spaces with the norm 
m 
INIA = E N + I I^ ' "^ I I -
i = l 
4.2 Lemma:(a) Co(A'") C C Q I A ^ + I ) . 
(b) cCA™) C c(A'"+i). 
(c) Z^(A'") C /ocCA^+i). 
and the inclusion are strict. 
Proof:Let x € CoCA"*). 
Since lA^+^Xfcl = lA'"xfc - A^x^+ i l < jA'^Xfel + jA™x;t+i!. 
We obtain x G Co(A'" + 1). 
Thus QJCA"*) C fk)(A'"+i). 
This inclusion is strict , since the sequence x(fc'") belongs to Co(A'""'"^). 
The proof of (b) and (c) is similar to that of (a). 
4.3 Lemma:(a) Co(A") C cCA""). 
(b) cCA™) C l^iA^) 
and the inclusion are strict. 
Furthermore, since c^(A'"), c(A'") and Zoc(A'") are Banach spaces with continous 
coordinates that is ||x* — x| |^ -^ 0 impUes | x | — Xk\ —> 0. 
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for each k 6 N as s —>^  oo, they are also BK spaces. 
4.4 Remark: Co(A'"), c(A'") and Zoo(A'") need not be sequence algebra .We give 
a counter example .It is well known that CQ is a sequence algebra. 
Let X = {k) and y = (fc"*-^). 
clearly x ,y e CoCA™) but x.y ^CoCA""). 
For m > 2 let us define the operator D r/ooCA"*) -^lod^"^) as 
D ( x ) = ( 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 Xm+uXm+2,Xm+3 )• 
where x = (xi, X2,13,14, ). 
It is trivial that D is a boimded linear operator on ic>o(A'"). Fvurthermore the set 
DC/ooCA™)) = {x = (xk) : X e /oo(A'")} is a subspace of /oclA") and 
||X))A - | | A - x | U in D{UA"^)) 
Now let us define 
A"* ; D(Zoo(A'"))^ Zoo as 
A"'x = y = (A'"-ixfc - A^-^Xfc+i). 
It can be shown that A"* is a hnear homeomorphism . Hence D(Zcx>(A'")) and Z^ 
are equivalent as topological spaces. 
As(||(A™)|| = ||(A'")-M| = 1. 
Let iL and [D(/oo(A'"))]^ denotes the continuous duals of Zoo and D{Zoc(A'")) re-
spectively. 
It can be shown that T : [D(Z«,(A'"))]/ -> iL. 
/ A -^ / A ( A " ' ) ~ ^ = / is a hnear isometry. 
So [D(Zoo(A"'))]/ is equivalent to iL-
In the same way it can be shown that D(c(A'")) and c , D(co(A™)) and CQ are 
equivalent as topological spaces. 
Dual spaces of /oo(A"*) and c(A'"). 
In this section we give Kothe Teoplitz duals of Zoo(A'") and c(A"'). Also we show 
that these spaces are not perfect spaces. 
4.5 LemmarThe following conditions (a) and (b) are equivalent. 
(a) snpfelA—Hxfc - A"'-^Xk+i)\ < 00. 
(b) il)supkk-'\A'"--^Xk\ < 00 (2) supk\A"'-'^Xk - k{k+l)-^A"'^'xk+i\ < 00. 
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4.6 Lemma:supfcA;"^|A'"~^a;fcl < oo implies supkk ^^''^'^\xk\ < oo for all i G N. 
Proof; Let swpfeAr^ 'jAarfcj < oo. 
k 
Then \xi - Xk+i\ < J ] |Aa;„| = o{k'+^)and 
\xk\ < \xi\ + \xi - Xk+i\ + \xk - Xfc+il = o(fc*+i). 
|x,! < o(A:'+i). 
from this Ave obtain sujDfcfc~^ *'^ '^|xfc| < oo. 
4.7 Definition. 
Let X be a sequence space. Define X " = {a = (ofc) : ^ |afcXfc| < ooforallx e X}. 
k 
Then X " is called Kothe Teoplitz dual space or the a -dual space of X. It is easy to 
show that (f)C X'^. 
If X C Y then y ° C X". It is clear that X cCX")"^. 
that is X c(X'')° =X'^ ". 
If X = X"" Then X is called the Q- space. In particular an a- space is called a 
Kothe space or a perfect sequence space. 
4.8 Leinma:[D(/oc(A'"))]" ={a = (cfc) : Efe'"l«fcl < oo}-
fc 
Proof:Let f/i = {a = (a*;) : J]A;'"|ajt| < oo}. 
fc 
If a e L^ then, 
T.Wxk\ = Y.^'^W\{k-'"'\xk\) < <x>. 
k k 
For each x e D(/oo(A'"), a G [D(Zoc(A'")]°. 
Now let a e [D(/oo(A"^)]°. 
Then J2 \(^kXk\ < oo for all x G D(Z^(A'"). 
For the sequence x = (xk) defined by Xjt = 0 for k < 1 and Xk — k"^ for k > m. 
We may write, 
Y, k'^Wkl = E k-'Wkl + E WkXkl < oo. 
fc fc=l fc 
This implies that a G Ui. 
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4.9 Lemma:(a)[Z<^(A-))]" = [D(Z,,(A-))]". 
(b)[c(A-))]" = mc{A"^))r. 
Proof:(a)Smce D(ioo(A'")) C (/oo(A'")), 
then [Zoc(A'"))]« C [D(Z^(A™))]". 
Let a € [D(/oc(A'"))]" and x e(Zoo(A'")), then we have 
k k 
Hence a 6 [^ooCA""))]". 
(b) D(c(A'"))Cc(A"'), 
impUes [c(A"'))]"C [D(c(A"'))]". 
Let a G [D(c(A'"))]" and x e c(A'"), we have 
for X e c(A'") C /oo(A'"). 
Hence a G [c(A'"))]". 
M a i n R e s u l t s . 
4.10 Theorem: Let X stands for Zoo or c 
then [X(A'"))]" = {a = (ofc) : ^k"'\ak\ < oo}. 
k 
Proof:Proof follows from lemma(4.5),lemina(4.6) ,lemma(4.8)and lemma(4.9). 
4.11 Corollary: for X = Zoo or c we have [X{A))]" = {a= (ajt) : E l^^ fcl < °°]-
k 
Proof: Take m =1 in the theorem. 
4.12 Corollary: for X = Zoo or c we have [^(A^))]" = {a = (ajt) : E^^lofcl < oo}-
k 
Proof: Take m = 2 in the theorem. 
4.13 Theorem:Let X stands for Zoo or c 
then [X (A"-))]"" = {a = (a^) : supkk-'"\a,\ < oo}. 
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ProofrLet U2 = {a = (ajt) ; supkk "^{akl < 00}. 
If a e U2 and x e [X(A'"))]". 
then Eiflfc^fei = E^'"l«fc|fc"""kfc| < E^"'|afc|5mfc'"*|xfc| < 00. 
k k k 
Hence a € [X (A'"))]"". 
Now suppose that a e [X (A""))]"" and a 0 C/g. 
Then we have supkk~"^\ak\ = 00. 
Hence there is a stritly increasing sequence (k(i)) of positive integers k(i) such that 
!^(Or'"iafe(.)l >'•"'• 
We define the sequence x by Xk = lci*:(i)|~^ for k = k(i) and x*; = 0 for k 7^  k(i). 
Then we have E^'l^^fcl = E \H^)^ak{^)\~' < E W " " " < 00. 
k k k 
Hence x € [X (A""))]" and E WkXk\ = E ^ = oo-
k k 
This is a contradiction to a 6 [X (A'"))]'*". 
Hence a 6 U2. 
4.14 Corollary: for X = /oo or c 
we have [X (A'"))]°" =- {a = (ofc) : \supkk'~'^\ak\ < 00}. 
Proof l f we take m = 2 we obtain the resuh. 
4.15 CoroIlary:The sequence space {Irxi^"")) and c((A'")) are not perfect. 
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CHAPTER 5 
SOME GENERALISED DIFFERENCE SEQUENCE 
SPACES 
5.1 In troduc t ion . 
Let u denote the set of all sequences of complex numbers Let loc,c and CQ be the 
sets of all bounded, convergent and null sequences x ~ {xk) with complex terms, 
respectively , normed by 
||x|joo = supjxfcj, where A; 6 ^ = {1,2, •-• }. 
k 
The idea of difference sequence space s was iutroduced by Kizmaz [7]. In 1981, 
Kizmaz [7] defined the sequence spaces : 
/oo(A) = {x = {xk) e uj : {Axk) e loo}, 
c(A) = {.T = (xk) e UJ : {Axk) e c}, 
and 
Co(A) = {x = (xk) e UJ : {Axk) G CQ}, 
where Ax — [xk — Xk+\)- These are Banach spaces with the norm 
l|x|!A = ki! + ||Ax|U. 
After then R. Colak and M. Et [2] defined the sequence spaces : 
UA"") = {x - (xfc) e u; : (A-Xfc) € Z«,}, 
c{A^) = {x^ {xk) e u : {A^Xk) e c}, 
and 
colA™) = {x = (xk) e UJ : {A'^Xk) 6 Q,}, 
where ni E N, 
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Ax = {xk - Xk+i), 
A'^x = (A'"-^Xfc - A^-'xk+i), 
and so that 
^k+i 
i=0 
and showed that these are Banach spaces with the norm 
m 
\\x\\^ = Y.\x,\ + \\A'-x\U. 
1 = 1 
Let p = (pfc) be sequence of real numbers such that Pfc > 0 for all k and supfcp^ = 
H, r =(rfc) be any fixed sequence of non zoro complex numbers and m € N be fixed. 
A. Esi and M. Isik [3] defined the sequence spaces : 
/oo(A:r, s,p) = { x = (Xfe) e CO : supfc-^A^Ta^fer < oo, s > 0}, 
k 
c(A™,s,p) = {x = (xfc) 6 u; ; supA;"'jA;;'xfc-L|P'= -> 0, (A; -> cx)), s>0, for some 
k 
CoCA,"", s, p) = {x = (xfc) e a.' : sup k-'lA'^Xkl"' = 0, < oo, (A; -)• oo), 5 > 0}. 
k 
where v = (vk) be any fixed sequence of non zero complex numbers and m E M be 
fixed, 
A^Xk = (VkXk), 
A„Xfc = {vkXk - Vk+iXk+i), 
A-Xfc = (Ar'-Xfc - Ar'xk^i), 
and so that 
A>. = £(-1)^ 
t = 0 
Vk+iXk+i-
If 5 = 0, m = 1, V = (1,1,1, • • •) and Pk = I for all fc, we have Zoo(A), c(A) and 
Co(A) , which were defined by Kizmaz [7]. 
If s = 0 and Pk = 1 for all A;, we have the following sequence spaces which were 
defined by Et and Esi [4] 
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c{A^) = {x = (xfe) e u : (A^Xfc) € c}, 
and 
Co(Ar) = {x = (Xfc) G a; : {A'^Xk) € CQ}. 
We have the following sequence spaces which were defined by Maddox 
^oc(p) = {x = (xk) G u; : supfc|xfc|P'= < 00} 
c(p) = {s = {xk) € w : snpfekfc — l\'''' —>• 0 as k—> 00 for some 1} 
Co(p) = {x = (Xjt) e w : |Xfc|P'= —)• 0 as k-> 00 } 
If m = 0, V = (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1, ) we have the following sequence spaces 
which were defined by Basarir 
/oc(P: s) = {x = (xfe) G uj : supkk~'\xk\'"' < 00 ,s>0} 
c{p. s) = {x = (xfc) G u; : supkk'^lxk — |^^ * —>^  0 as k—> 00 for some Z} 
co(p, s) = {x = (xfc) G UJ : A;~^ |xfc|P'= -> 0 as k-)- 00 ,s>0 } 
Main Results. 
in this section we examine some topological properties of the sequence spaces /oc(A™, s,p), c(A^, s 
and Co(A™, s,p) and investigate some inclusion relations between these spaces. 
5.2 Theorem:The following statements hold. 
(a)co(A™,5)Cc(A- s )c /oc(A- ,s ) 
and the inclusion is strict. 
(b).X(A^, s,p) C X(A™"'"\ s,p) does not hold in general for any X = loo,c and CQ. 
Proof:(a)Inclusion relation of these spaces is trivial and the inclusion is strict , for 
example if we choose s=0 , x = (1,0,1,0,1,0 ) and v = (1,1,1,1,1,1 ) then 
iAZ')xk = (-1)^+^(2 i'"^i a n d s o x G l^{A'^,s), 
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b u t x ^ c ( A ^ , s ) . 
(b)Let V = (1,1,1,1,1,1 ) p = (pfc) and X = (x^) given by, 
(Pfc) = 1 , (Xfc) = k^ if k is odd 
(Pfc) = 2 , (xfc) = k if k is even, 
For k > 1 |AOxfc|P^ = IxfelP*^ k2. 
it-^|A°Xfc|P*= k-^ -^ 0 as k ^ oo. 
and for j> 1, 
lA°X2,r^ = (2j2 + 2j + l)2. 
{2j)-^\A°X2j\'^^ > 2j -> oo as j ^ oo. 
Now we can see that x € Co(Af,, 3,p) and x ^ Zoo(A°, 3,p). 
which imphes that X ( A ^ , s,j!>) ^ X(A™+\ s,p) for any X = loo,c and CQ. 
5.3 Theorem: Zoo(A^, s,p), c(A™, s,p) and Co(A™, s,p) are Unear spaces over the 
complex field t 
Proof: Suppose that M = max(l, supkPk = H). 
Since ?7 <1 we have for all k. 
|A™(xfc + yfc)|« < |A-Xfc|^ + |A-yfc)|^. 
Pfc 
and for all A G c|A|TW < max(l, |A|) 
Now the linearity follows from (1) and (2). 
5.4 Theorein:co(AJ^, s,p) is a linear topological space over the complex field para-
normed by g defined by, 
g(x) = E l^il +supA;"^|A;ra;fc|^ 
m A; 
Where M = max(l, supkPk = H). 
Proof: One can easily see that g(0) — 0 and g(-x) = g(x). The subadditivity of g 
follows from (2). 
Let A € c, x e CO(A;; ' ,S ,P) . 
The cotinuity of product follows from the following inequality, 
g(Ax) < max(l , |A|M)g(x). 
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5.5 TheoremiLet 0 < Pk < Qk < ^ then loo{A'^,s,q) is a closed subspace of 
/^(A- , , s ,p) . 
Proof: Let x 6 Zoo(A™,s,q). 
Then there exists a constant A > 1 such that | A^jr^j'* < A ,for all k 
and so fc-^|A^Xfc|P«= < A for all k. 
Thnsxeloo{^7.s,p). 
To show that ZO<D(A ,^ S, q) is closed. 
Suppose that a;' G loo{^7^s,q) and x' -» x e Joo(A^,s,;)). 
Then for every 0 < e < 1 there exists n such that for all k. 
^ - " | A ^ ( 4 - x)|P* < e for all i > N. 
Now k''\A^{xi - x)|9* < k.-'lA'^ixi - x ) ^ < € for all i > N. 
Therefore x e ?oo(A^, s,g). 
5.6 Theorem: Let v = (v .^) and u = (u^) he any fixed sequences of non zero com-
plex numbers, then 
ia)lf supkk^'lv^'ukl < oo then lU^'^.s) C /oc(A^,5). 
(b)If k'^lv^^Ukl -^ i as k -> oo for some i then c(A;j', s) C c(A^, s). 
(c)lf fe'^lwr^Ufcl --> 0 as k -^ oo then co(A;7, s) C Co(A;f, s). 
Proof:(a) Suppose that supkk"^\Vf, Uk\ < oo and x € Zoo(A^,s). 
m—1 
Since fc-1A;rxfc| = fe-^|A'"-i(A„Xfc)| = k-^\ Y, ( -1 ) ' 
m—1 m — 1 
m — 1 
So we obtain x € Zoo(A^, s) 
= k-'\ E (-1)' 
m—1 
< fc-| E (-1)' 
(Xk+iUk+i) - (Xfc+i+i«fc+i+i)| 
Tra—1 
(xfe+iUfc+0! + fc~1 E ( -1) ' 
m — 1 
i 
m — 1 
A(Xfc+iUfc4.,)| 
(a^fe+i+ltlfc+i+l) 
5.7 Corollary: The following statements hold, 
(a)If supkk'^lv^^] < oo then l^oi^T, s) C /oo(A™, s). 
(b)If fc'^lufc^^l -^ / as k -> oo for some I then c(A;f, s) C c(A'", s). 
(c)If A;'"|u^^i -> 0 as k -> oo then CoiA^,s) C Co(A'",s). 
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5.8 Corollary: The following statements hold, 
(a)If supfefc j^ufcl < CX3 then /«,(A'",s) C looi^'^^s). 
(b)If k'^lukl -> Z as k -^ oo for some I then c(A"*, s) C c(A™, s). 
(c)If k"'\uk\ -> 0 as k -)> oo then coCA"", s) C coiA"^, s)for all k. 
5.9 Proposition:For X = loa,c and CQ we obtain, 
(a)X(Ajr,s,p) is not a sequence algebra in general. 
(b)X(A5J', s,p) is not solid in general. 
Proof: (a) This result is clear from the following example, 
Let pk = l,Vk = p , Xk = k"^ and yk = k"^ for all k. 
Then we have x . 3' € Co(A, 0,p) but xy ^ Co(A, 0,p) with m = 1 and s = 0. 
(b) Tliis result is clear from the following example, 
Let Pk = 1, Ufc = p , Xk = k^ and Afc = (-1)^ for all k. 
Then by A„x = (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1, ) and |A„AfcXfe| = (-2,0,-2,0,-2,0, 
2,0 ). 
We have x G c(A^, s,p) but Ax ^ c(A;;', s,p). 
Hence the proof. 
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CHAPTER 6 
ON DIFFERENCE CESARO SEQUENCE SPACES 
6.1 Introduction. 
Let a; denote the set of all sequences of complex numbers Let loc,c and CQ be the 
sets of all bounded, convergent and null sequences x = {Xk) with complex terms, 
respectively , normed by 
||x||oo = sup|xfc|, where k e N = {1,2,-• •}. 
k 
The idea of difference sequence space s was introduced by Kizmaz [7]. In 1981, 
Kizmaz [7] defined the sequence spaces ; 
/oo(A) = { x = {xk) e Ld : (Axfc) € loo}, 
c(A) - {x = (xfc) e uj ; (Axjfe) e c}, 
and 
Co(A) = {x = (Xfc) e a; : (Ax*,) G CQ), 
where Ax = {xk — xt+i). These are Banach spaces with the norm 
||-T||A = |a:i| + | |Ax |U. 
After then R. Colak and M. Et [2] defined the sequence spaces : 
ZoolA'") = {x = (xfc) e u : (A'"Xfc) e ^oc}, 
c{N^) = (x = {xk) e to : (A™Xfe) € c}, 
and 
where m E N, 
Co{A"') = {x = (xfc) e a; : (A'^x^) e CQ}, 
A^x - (x , ) , 
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Ax = {xk - Xk+i), 
and so that 
Tn r ~\ 
and showed that these are Banach spaces with the norm 
m 
\\xU = J2\x,\ + \\A"^x\U 
6.2 Definition. 
A sequence space E is said to be solid or normal if (xjt) G E implies {akXk) G E for 
all sequence of scalars (a^) with |afc| < 1 for all k € N. 
6.3 Definition. 
A sequence space E is said to be monotone if it contains the cannonical preimages 
of all its stepspaces. 
6.4 Definition. 
A sequencespace is said to be covergencefree if (yfc)€ E wenhever (xfc)e E and 
yk = Owhenever Xk = 0. 
6.5 Definition. 
A sequence space E is said to be a sequencealgebra if (xkyk) ^ E whenever 
{Xk) 6 E ivk) e E. 
6.6 Definition. 
A sequence space is said to be symmetric if (x^(A;)) G E whenever {xk) G E where 
7r(k) is a permutation on N. For r > o, 
6.7 Def in i t ion . 
A non empty subset V of a linear space is said to be absolutely r-convex if x.y £ V 
and jAj'" + |/x|'' < 1 together imply that Ax + /iy G V. 
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Let m, n > 0 be fixed integers and 1 < p < oo then in this article we introduce the 
following new types of generalised difference Cesaro sequence spaces. 
i = l fe=l 
Co.{A"J = {x = (Xfc) : supi\\ Z A;^^fe! < «^}-
fc=i 
oo 
UAl) = {x= (Xfc) : E l^l^kl" < oo}. 
oo 
o,{A-j = {x = (xfc): E( ! | E A;;,X,|)'' < oo}. 
i = l k=l 
0 < ^ ( A : ^ ) = {X = (Xfc) : supi\ E |A;:.Xfc| < oo}. 
fc=i 
Where A^^x = (AZ^Xk) = (A^^^x;, - A'^^-'xk^m)-
A" Xjt = Xfc for all k € N. 
This generahsed difference notion has the following binomial representation 
A : ^ X ; t = E ( - i r I Xk+mv 
11=0 L . 
6.8 Lemma: Let 1 < p < oo, then 
oo i J 
(a) The space Cp is a Banach space normed by ||x|j = ( E \\ E ^fcl^)^-
oo i J 
(b) The space Oj> is a Banach space normed by ||xj| = ( E If E Xk\^)'p. 
i-l k=l 
oo ^ 
(c) The space Ip is a Banach space normed by j|x| | = ( E l^ ^fcl'')''-
»=i 
i 
(d) The space Coo is a Banach space normed by ||x|| = supijj E ^^^j. 
,i 
(e) The space Ooc is a Banach space normed by ||x|| = supi^ E l^ f^cl-
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Main Results. 
6.9 Proposition: The classes of sequences Coc(A;j,), Ooo(A^),Cp(A;^), Op(A^) 
and /p(Aj^) for 1 < p < oo are linear spaces. 
6.10 Theorein:Let Z be a Banach space normed by f , then the space Z(A^) is a 
nm 
Banach space normed by g(x) = 5Z 1^ *1 + fi'^m^k)-
Proof: Let (x*) be a caiichy sequence in 2'(A^) where (x*) = (x*) for each s e N. 
We have for a given e > 0, there exists T; € N such that g(x* — x') < e for all s,t > T]. 
nm 
Which implies that J2 \^k " 4 1 + fi^'^niK - ^D) < « ^ ^ all s,t > rj. 
k=l 
nm 
Which implies t ha t^ ] |x^ - x'^ ] < e and / (A^(x^ - x'^ .)) < e for all s,t > V-
Hence |x^ — x^ < e for all k = 1,2,3,4,5 nm. 
Which implies that(x|)is a cauchy sequence for all k = 1,2,3,4,5 nm in cthe field 
of complex numbers. 
Hence (x^) converges in cfor all k = 1,2,3,4,5 nm. 
Next we have /{/S'^ixl - xj.)) < e for all s,t > r/. 
Which imphes thatAJJ,(x^) is cauchy in Z which is complete. 
Hence A^(x^) converges for each k 6 N. 
Let lims-^oo^mi^k) ~ Vk ^°^ ^ ^ ^ k G N. 
Let k = 1, we have 
" n 
We have lims-^oo{xl) = x^ for k = 1 + mv , v = 0,1,2,3,4 n-L 
Thus from (2) and (3) we have lims^aoixl+rnn) exists. 
Let lims^ooi^i+mn) ~ ^i+mn proceeding in this way inductively, we have 
lims-^oc{xl) = Xfc for each k € N. 
Now we have for all s,t > 77. 
nm 
E 14 - 4 1 + / ( A : ^ ( X ^ - 4 ) ) < e for all s,t > r,. 
Which implies that, 
nm 
lirris^ooi E 14 - 4 1 + fi^mUk ~ 4 ) ) } < e for all s,t > 77. 
k=l 
Which implies that. 
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E \xi - Xk\ + fi^UK - Xk))} < e for all s,t > r]. 
Which implies that 
g(x* - x) < e for all s,t > r]. 
Hence (x* - x)e Z(A;^). 
Since Z(A^) is a Unear sopace so we have for all s > 77. 
X = x" - (x* - x) e ZiA]^). 
Hence Z(A^) is complete and as such is a Banach space. 
6.11 Corollary: Let 1 < p < 00. 
nm oc i j 
(a)ThespaceCp(AJJ,)isaBanachspacenormedby ||a:|| = 5Z l^fcl+(S If 52 '^ m-^fcl'')^-
fe=l i = l fc--=l 
n m 00 i J 
(b)ThespaceOp(A;j,)isaBanachspacenormedby ||x|| = Y. i^fcl+(E If E ^mS^fcr)^-
ik=l i = l fc=l 
n m 00 ^ 
(c)The space /p(Aj^) is a Banach space normed by | | i | | = Yl l^ fel + ( E I'^m^fcl'')^-
k=l fc=l 
n m i 
(d)ThespaceCoo(A^) isaBanachspace normed by ||x|| = Yl l^fcl+^^Pilf E ^m^fcl-
fe=i fe=i 
nm i 
(e)The space Ooo(A^) is a Banach space normed by ||a;|| = Y \^k\+supi\ Y I'^m^tl 
k=\ k=\ 
6.12 Theorem: The spaces Cp(A:^), Op(A;j,), /p(A;;.), C^l^^) and OOC(A;;,), 
for 1 < p < 00 are not monotone and as such are not solid for m, n > 1. 
Proof: The proof follows from the following example, 
Let n = 2 and m = 3 then A|xfc — x^ — 2x^+3 + Xk+& for each k G N. 
Consider the j * ' ' step space of the sequence space E defined as for (x'=), (y*=) E Ej 
imphes that Xk — Vk for k odd and j/jt = 0 for k even. 
Consider the sequence (xk) defined as Xfc = 1 for each k G N. 
Then (xk) G ^ ( A | ) for Z = Cp,OpJp,Coo and Ooo but its j " * caimonical preimage 
does not belong to ^ ( A | ) for Z = Cp, Op, Ip, Coo and Ooo-
Hence the spaces are not monotone and as such are not sohd. 
6.13 Theorem: The spaces Z(A^) for Z = Cp, Op, Ip, Coo and O^o are not conver-
gence free. 
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Proof:The proof follows from the following example, 
Let n = 2 and m = 2 then A^Xfe — Xk — 2xk+2 + Xk+4 for each k € N. 
Consider the sequence [xk] and (yt) defined as x^ = 4. for each k 6 N and yk = k"^ 
for each k € N. 
Then {xk) e Z(Al) but (yk) 0 Z{Al) for Z = Cp,Op,lp,C^ and O^. 
Hence the spaces Z{A'^) for Z = Cp, Op, Ip, Coo and Ooo are not convergence free. 
6.14 Theorem: The spaces Z(A^) for Z = Cp,Op,lp,Coo and Ox are not sym-
metric. 
Let n = 2 and m = 3 then A^Xk = Xk — 2xk+3 + Xk+6 for each k G N. 
Consider the sequence (xk) defined as Xk = k for each k 6 N. 
Then A|xfe = 0 for each k G N. 
Hence (xk) G •Z^(A|) for Z = Cp,Op,lp,Coo and Ooo-
Consider the rearranged sequence yk of x^ defined as yk = {xi,X2, X4, X3, Xg, X5. Xie, Xe-
Then yk ^ ZiAj). 
Hence the spaces are not symmetric. 
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CHAPTER 7 
GENERALIZED DIFFERENCE SEQUENCE SPACES 
DEFINED BY A SEQUENCE OF MODULI 
7.1 Introduction 
Let ijj denote the set of all sequences of complex numbers Let ZQQ, C and CQ be the 
sets of all bounded, convergent and null sequences x = {xk) with complex terms, 
respectively , normed by 
||x||oo = sup|xfc|, where k EM = {1,2,- • •}. 
k 
The idea of difference sequence space s was introduced by Kizmaz [7]. In 1981, 
Kizmaz [7] defined the sequence spaces : 
loo{^) = {x = {xk) e uj : (Axfc) e Zoo}, 
c(A) = {x= (Xfc) € uj : (Axfc) € c}, 
and 
co(A) = {x = (xfc) € uj : ( A x t ) 6 CQ}, 
where Ax = {x/. — Xk+i)- These are Banach spaces with the norm 
||a;||A = k i | + ||Ax||oo. 
After then R. Colak and M. Et [2] defined the sequence spaces : 
/^(A™) = {x = (xfc) € UJ : (A'"xfc) e Z^}, 
c(A"») = {x = (xfe) e Lj : (A^Xfc) € c}, 
and 
Co(A-) = {x = (xfc) € UJ : (A'"xfe) € Co}, 
where m E N. 
A " x - (Xfc), 
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Ax = {xk - Xk+i), 
and so that 
m r -I 
Xk+i-
i=0 
and showed that these are Banach spaces with the norm 
m 
IN|A = J]|x,| + ||A'"a;|U. 
7.2 Definition 
A function / : [0,oo)—>-[0,oo) is called a modulus if 
( l ) / ( t ) = 0 if and only if t = 0, 
(2) / ( t + u ) < / ( t ) + /(u) for all t.u>0, 
(3) / is increasing, and 
(4) / is continuous from the right of zero. 
Let X be a sequence space.Then the sequence space X(/ ) is defined as 
X( / ) = {x = (xk) : ( /( |x, | )) 6 X} 
for a modulus / . 
Kolk gave an extension of X(/)by considering a sequence of moduli F — (/fe),that is 
X(F) = {a: = ( x , ) : ( / f c ( | x , | ) ) 6 X } 
After then Gaur and Mursaleen defined the following sequence spaces 
/ ^ (F , A) = {x = {xk) : Ax e l^iF)} 
Co(F, A) = {x = (xfe) : Ax € Co(F)} 
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for a sequence of moduli F = (fk) 
After then Bektas and Colak defined the following sequence spaces 
1^{F, A - ) = {x = (xk) : A"'^ € loo{F)} 
co{F, A™) = {x = {xk) : A - x G Co(F)} 
for a sequence of moduli F = (/fc).Here they give the necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for the inclusion relations between X(A'") and Y{F, A'"),where X,Y = l^ 
or Co-We need the following lemmas. 
7.3 LemmaiThe condition sup fk{t) < oo,t > 0 holds if and only if there is a point 
k 
0^ > 0 such that supfk{to) < oo. 
7.4 Lemma:The condition inf fk{t) > 0 holds if and only if there exists a point 
k 
to> 0 such that ini fk{to) > 0. 
fc 
Main Results 
7.5 Theoreni:For a sequence F = (fk) of moduli,the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(1 ) /« , (A ' " )C /^ (F ,A- ) 
(2)co(A-)Cco(F,A'") 
(3)sup/fc(<)<oo,(t>0) 
fc 
Proof:(l)implies (2) is obvious. 
(2)implies (3): Let Co(A'") C loo{F,A"'). Suppose that (3) is not true. 
Then by Lemma 6.3 sup fk{t) = CXD for all t > O,and,therefore there is a sequence 
A-
(ki) of positive integers such that 
fk,{\) > I for i=l,2.3 (1) 
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Define x={xk) as follows 
.p. ^ 0, otherwise. 
Then x e Co(A'") but by (1), a; ^ /«,(F, A"*) which contradicts (2).Hence (3)must 
hold. 
(3)iniplies (l):Let (3) be satisfied and xG ZoolA"*). If we suppose that x ^ ioo(^, A"*) 
then 
S U P A ( | A ' " X * | ) = 0 0 / o r A ' " x G Zoo 
If we take t = |A'"x| then sup/fc(t) = oo which contradicts (3). 
k 
Hence(/,e(A'") C Zoo(K A"*). 
7.6 Theoreniilf F =- (/j.) is a sequence of moduM, then the following statements 
are equivalent: 
( l )co(F,A'")Cco(A'") , 
(2 )co(KA'")C/^(A™), 
( 3 ) i n f / , ( t ) > 0 , ( i > 0 ) . 
Proof:(l)implies (2) is obvious. 
(2)implies (3): Let co(F, A™) C Zoo (A"*).Suppose that (3) does not hold. 
Then, by lemma 6.3 , 
inf/,(f) = 0 , ( t > 0 ) (2) 
and therefore there is a sequence {k^ of positive integers such that 
hM^)<- for i = l,2, 
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Define the sequence x=(xA;)by 
_ r i2,if k = ki, i = 1,2,3 ; 
* 1^  0, otherwise. 
By (2)x e Co(F, A " ) but x ^ JoolA"*) which contradicts (2).Hence (3) must hold. 
(3)imphes (l):Let (3) holds and x 6 Co(i^ , A"*) that is 
lim/fc(|A'"x;tj) = 0 
Suppose that x ^ co(A"').Then for some numberCQ > 0 and positive integer ko we 
have |A'"xjt| > eo for k > fco-Therefore /it(eo < /fc(|A'"Xfe|) for k > ko and hence 
Um //^(CQ) = 0 which contradicts (3). 
Thus co(F, A'") C coiA""). 
7.7 TheoremiThe inclusion loo{F, A"*) C Co(A"') holds if and only if 
lim/fc(t) = oo for t > 0. 
k 
Proof:Let 1^{F, A " ) C CoCA™) such that hm fk{t) = c» for t >0 does not hold.Then 
k 
there is a number io > 0 and a sequence {ki) of positive integers such that 
fkXto) < M < oo (4) 
Define the sequence x=:(xfc) by 
_ '\i k = ki, i = 1,2,3. 
0, otherwise. 
Thus X G loo{F, A'"),by (4).But x ^ Co(A'"), so th^t (3) must hold. 
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IfZ«,(F,A'")Cco(A-) . 
Conversely , let (3) hold. If a; 6 Z^(F, A"*), then fk{\A"'Xk\) < M < oo 
for k = 1,2,3 Suppose that x ^ co(A"*).Then for some number eo > 0 and posi-
tive integer A;o we have lA^x^j > eo for k> fco-Therefore fk{eo) < /fc(iA'"a;fe|) < M 
for k> fco which contradicts (3).Hence x G CQCA"*). 
7.8 TheoremrThe inclusion l^iA"") C co(F, A"") holds if and only if 
lim/fc(t) = 0 for t > 0. (5) 
ProofSuppose that Zc»(A™) C co(F, A"") but (5) does not hold. 
Then 
\imMto) = ly^Q (6) 
k 
for some to > 0-
Define the sequence x=(x*;) by 
k—m . 
m + K — V — 1 Xk = ^ o ^ ( - l ) 
i'=0 
k — V 
for k = 1,2,3 Then x ^ Co(F, A"*), by (6).Hence (5)must hold. 
Conversly , let x € Zoo (A™) and suppose that (5) holds. Then |A'"xfc| < M < co 
for k = 1,2,3 Therefore /fc(|A'"xfc|) < /fc(M) for k = 1,2,3 and 
lim/fc(|A-x;t|) < lim/fe(M) = 0, by (5). 
Hence X Gco(i^,A'"). 
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